
Oxbridge advice and preparation 

 

There is a great deal that has been written about pupils being accepted into Oxford or 

Cambridge universities. Some of it is urban myth, some of it is true and some untruths are 

allowed to be perpetuated because it helps deter the weaker candidates from even 

attempting to apply or worse still from not even considering an application, when one 

would be considered. 

I have known pupils who have had the ability to soak up facts, sponge-like, and pass 

examinations with the sort of grades the Oxbridge college’s desire, but in some cases, these 

pupils were incapable of thinking, displayed absolutely no interest or passion in the subject 

they wished to read at university and therefore failed to be even considered for an offer. 

Whilst it is true a fist full of top grades at GCSE and A Level or IB are expected, the admission 

Dons absolutely know what they are looking for in terms of the potential to excel and 

possibly move on to be a world leader in their field, so do not be put off if you are a late 

developer and your 16+ examinations are not stellar. The interview, about which I will 

elaborate upon later, sifts the wheat from the chaff and those A grade machine pupils who 

have no desire, potential or that spark of curiosity will not be given an offer. 

The ability to regurgitate facts for top grades is one thing, but how good is the applicant at 

thinking on their feet, problem solving, coping under pressure. Are they critical thinkers, 

resourceful and possibly, dare I say it, risk takers. If you tick those boxes, you are almost 

certainly the sort of student Oxford and Cambridge are looking for. 

Given these assertions, what is it that sixth form educational establishments can do to help? 

Clearly allowing their pupils to develop and flourish is a good start. A school that offers top 

quality teaching and learning would be essential, but that is just part of the picture. Small 

class sizes to allow pupils to ask questions and be more inquisitive than just a face in the 

crowd taking on board what is prescribed by the curriculum. Allow pupils to develop critical 

thinking skills and develop a genuine passion for their subject. Pupils can study a critical 

thinking A level course or, undertake the extended project qualification EPQ. Both allow 

pupils to develop critical thinking skills, allow for an interest to be nurtured and in the case 

of the EPQ, helps to develop research techniques and a strong sense of independent 

learning. 

I well recall, many years ago teaching my year 10 mathematics class that the product of the 

gradients of two perpendicular lines is minus one. Quick as a flash, a sharp lad, Rob, posed 

this following question to me. If the X axis has a gradient of zero and the Y axis an infinite 

gradient, and that these two axes are perpendicular, does that mean zero multiplied by 

infinity is equal to minus one? Anyone capable of asking that sort of question is the sort of 

student Oxford and Cambridge want…especially if they are aged14 at the time. 

Offering great teaching and a co-curricular programme with clubs and societies allows pupils 

to explore so many areas outside of the curriculum, but close enough to be a genuine 

extension of their subject. Debating societies, model UN, astronomy society and so on. 



Schools that offer these are providing that seed of interest that will grow and can be 

nurtured into a full-blown love of a subject. Field trips, visits to Cern to see the LHC, all of 

these help. 

Step one to getting into Oxbridge is of course the UCAS form and the dreaded personal 

statement. Whilst I have definitely checked for typos and grammar for the boys in my house 

over the years, those looking to get into Oxford or Cambridge really have to be able to come 

up with their own special statement. My view was if you can’t actually complete the UCAS 

form by yourself, how do you expect to cope at university degree level? A statement that 

catches the eye, for the right reasons, is again what will make an Oxbridge candidate stand 

out. The bland, ‘ever since I was five I have always wanted to be a….’ simply does not stand 

a chance. I once read a statement from a lad wanting to become a doctor. In his statement, 

he described how as a first aider back home in his country he headed towards the US 

embassy that had been blown up by terrorists in Mombasa, and despite the risk to himself 

and the horrors he saw, he managed to help save lives. That is someone I would want to be 

a future doctor treating me. 

With the UCAS form completed, and before the October deadline, not last minute, the 

school could and should help with practice interviews, whilst still ensuring that the routine 

studies are kept up to the mark. If at all possible, the school should seek to ask professionals 

in their fields, academics, alumni and others with Oxbridge experience. Some interviewers 

can be delightful, sympathetic, yet still cut to the chase in sorting the right applicant for 

their college. Others seem to revel in being perverse. It is how to deal with that sort of 

interviewer that can help; hence the need for practice interviews. Of course, you can come 

across the interviewer who is beyond being reasonable. I had a really capable chemist 

applying to Oxford some years ago who was asked to explain about Moles. The lad was 

applying for Chemistry, it was a Chemist postgraduate doing the interview, so he started his 

response only to be interrupted by the interviewer slamming his hand on the desk saying 

“No the things that dig up your garden”. I am not convinced this helped the college secure a 

fine student or helped my pupil. 

One important aspect comes about by linking the last two points I have made, the personal 

statement and the interview. Do not write something in your personal statement that is 

false or that you cannot justify and answer questions on. If you claim to have a love of 

reading and are then asked what book you are currently reading and cannot give an answer, 

you can kiss goodbye to the place you are after. If you claim, as happened to me in a 

practice interview I was running, that “I love Cosmology”, you need to know plenty about 

Cosmology. In this particular case my degree is in Astrophysics, so I asked about aspects of 

Cosmology only to be met with a wall of silence. 

If you have been successful and obtained an offer, the rest of the year is really down to the 

candidate working hard at the core subjects to meet the conditional offer, whilst continuing 

to develop as a young adult and maintaining the interests in the areas that made you stand 

out as an Oxbridge candidate. If you do, you can reasonably expect to start your 

undergraduate course at the college of your choice the following autumn. 



So, 16+ examinations either GCSEs or their equivalent counterparts from around the world 

demonstrate a level of ability, but are not the key factor. Choose your A levels or equivalent 

wisely. Subjects that you are good at, subjects you love or subjects you will pass with top 

grades would be the ones to select. Make sure you include within your selection any subject 

absolutely required as an entry condition eg Chemistry if you want to be a doctor. Maximise 

your learning opportunities in the core subjects, but look to develop your critical thinking 

skills and independent learning with an EPQ, prepare for your interview after producing the 

best possible personal statement on your UCAS form. Practise your interview technique and 

then wait for the offer. If successful with an offer, work hard for the rest of the year and 

reap your rewards in due course. 

Here at Brooke House College, we deliberately have small classes (on average 8 pupils per 

class). This helps pupils develop the confidence to be inquisitive learners. We have an 

enrichment programme which allows pupils to develop their love of a subject. We offer the 

EPQ as a sixth form qualification. Our careers and Higher Education department is staffed 

with very capable and supportive teachers to assist the whole way through your application 

process. We also run a wonderful series of TED talks to further stretch the capable minds. 

The College runs a programme of practice interviews, which makes use of staff, alumni and 

parents. We also have a lecture series of returning alumni talking to our pupils about life at 

university, their particular subject, as well as matters relating to aspects regarding student 

loans. Once the offer has been received, all pupils, not just Oxbridge pupils, attend their 

regular meetings from their personal academic tutor to ensure they are on track to meet 

agreed targets. 

The whole package of dedicated pupils and schools willing to go that extra mile, as we do 

here, could make the difference in getting accepted into Oxford or Cambridge. For the 

record, Rob achieved a starred ‘first’ in Mathematics and Computing, went on to gain a 

Ph.D. and is still in touch. My boy from Mombasa is a superb surgeon, but also dedicates a 

great deal of time to MSF. The unlucky chemist went to London, graduated and set up a 

commodity brokerage. He is worth a fortune even without the Oxbridge adventure, so do 

not despair if you do not get a place. However, if you can get in, the environment, 

opportunities and experience is second to none. 

 

Mike Oliver 

Principal, Brooke House College. 


